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Abstract. As modern SOA and Grid infrastructures are being moved
from academic and research environments to more challenging business
and commercial applications, such issue as control of resource sharing
become of crucial importance. In order to manage and share resources
within distributed environments the idea of Virtual Organizations (VO)
emerged, which enables sharing only subsets of resources among partners
of such a VO within potentially larger settings. This paper describes the
Framework for Intelligent Virtual Organizations (FiVO), focusing on its
functionality of enforcing security (Authentication and Authorization)
in dynamically deployed Virtual Organizations. The paper presents the
overall architecture of the framework along with different security set-
tings which FiVO can support within one Virtual Organization.

1 Introduction

Modern applications of Service Oriented Architectures or Grid computing are
oriented on allowing distinct heterogenous organizations to share their resources
in order to pursue some goal through advanced collaboration schemes supported
by their IT infrastructures. The Grid idea introduced the concept of Virtual
Organization, which abstracts the notion of organization into a virtual environ-
ment based on distributed computing infrastructures of organizations that want
to collaborate. The idea of Virtual Organization allows these partners to define
rules of cooperation in terms of authorization policies or SLA parameters which
specify how their resources can and should be shared. The major problem that
this idea is facing currently is the problem of very high administrative burden
which is required to create and maintain a VOusing available tools. Additionaly
no standard currently exists which would allow to actually specify the rules of
cooperation by these organizations in a unified manner which then could be used
to create the VO by means of configuring proper middleware as well as mon-
itoring the VO operation in order to ensure that the rules which were agreed
upon are properly respected. These issues are especially important in case of se-
curity focused dynamic environments where creation of VO cannot be delegated
to regular system administrators. In order to support creation and management
of such dynamic Virtual Organizations, the middleware must provide support
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for several issues, including resource sharing policy definition and enforcement,
resource discovery and usage limited according to the VO policy and others.

In this paper we present our framework, called FiVO (Framework for intelli-
gent Virtual Organization) that supports creation and management of dynamic
Virtual Organizations with special focus on dynamic VO creation through con-
tract negotiation and authorization of access to resources. The main feature of
FiVO is the contract negotiation and management component, which enables
coordinated establishment of agreement among partners who want to create a
new Virtual Organization. The contract provides the information necessary for
configuration of the VO in the system and allows for specification of both func-
tional and non-functional parameters of the envisioned VO collaborations. Many
problems related to ad-hoc creation of a VO are mostly related to heterogeneity
of resources shared by VO members. Not only computer equipment is different,
but also data formats, service descriptions, knowledge repositories. These issues
require a method of mediation between VO members which is necessary to pro-
vide connectivity and make collaboration possible and efficient. With respect to
VO deployment and contract enforcement we currently focus on security, i.e. au-
thentication and authorization of requests to VO resources based on the contract
statements. Other aspects will be developed as the framework evolves further.

2 FiVO Architecture

The architecture of FiVO is based on several goals. The first aim is to provide
a unified semantic interface at the service level for discovery and management
of all aspects relating to a Virtual Organization, including its members, agree-
ments, goals, resources, data and services. This functionality is achieved through
unification of metadata used to annotate these resources with the use of ontolo-
gies. FiVO is oriented strictly towards Service Oriented Architectures and Grid
computing, thus assuming certain requirements on the infrastructures of orga-
nizations willing to participate in Virtual Organizations. These requirements
however comply with the current trends in existing and emerging standards for
information systems integration. FiVO supports both static and dynamic cre-
ation and deployment of Virtual Organizations aiming to pursue some goal, e.g.
an emerging market opportunity. In order to enable using this solution in legacy
environments the framework supports legacy information systems by providing
adapters for existing middleware components. For instance MyProxy [1] and
VOMS (Virtual Organization Membership Service) [2] adapters allow to config-
ure these components after successful VO negotiation in order to support GSI
based authentication according to the rules defined in the negotiated contract.
Such features are of major importance, since legacy information systems and
middleware components provide functionality crucial to VO management, es-
pecially at the low level and should be reused it in order to make integration
between partners of a VO more feasible.

An important aspect of Virtual Organization lifecycle management supported
by our framework is contract negotiation, which is a process involving all
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partners who want to participate in the emerging Virtual Organization. The
contract itself is a set of statements which define terms (statements) related to
the goal of the Virtual Organization on which all partners agree. Current FiVO
provides framework for manual contract negotiation through a collaborative en-
vironment (either Protege plug-in or web-based). Negotiated contract, which is
stored in the form of an ontology, is subsequently used to automatically con-
figure the underlying security layer and QoS monitoring components in order
to ensure contract enforcement during Virtual Organization operation. This en-
ables organizations to state their commitments and requirements in an abstract
way, while minimizing the burden on administrators who otherwise would have
to configure all these parameters manually.

The essential contribution of FiVO to existing Virtual Organization manage-
ment systems is in provision of a unified semantic interface for discovery and
management of all aspects of a Virtual Organization (including its members,
agreements, resources, goals, SLA’s), allowing for dynamic inception through
contract negotiation and automatic configuration of underlying middleware layer
for contract enforcement during Virtual Organization operation. Figure 1
presents a sample deployment of the FiVO framework in some distributed en-
vironment. Four organizations can be seen, sharing their resources within the
VO-1. FiVO component is deployed within each organization and is responsible

Fig. 1. Vision of the FiVO framework in a distributed environment
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for managing this organizations assets, assuming they are described semanti-
cally. During the contract negotiation phase, the FiVO components provide for
the negotiators view on the resources of the participating organizations which
can be used to create proper statements in the contract. After the contract is
successfuly negotiated the semantic description of these resources along with the
statements from the contract are used to configure proper middleware compo-
nents. These descriptions can include such aspects of organization as its structure
and business logic described in proper ontology as well as hardware, data and
service resources available and provided for sharing with other organizations.

3 Contract Negotiation

In order to support the contract negotiation functionality we have defined a for-
mal contract negotiation model and implemented it using Web Ontology Lan-
guage (OWL) [3]. The vocabulary for the process of contract negotiation is
defined by a set of ontologies providing common high-level terminology which
can be further instantiated by proper domain level ontologies describing the do-
main and resources of organization participating within the negotiations. The
negotiation process is controlled by a special Graphical User Interface developed
for this purpose as a Protege [7] plug-in, see Figures 2 and 3. The formal model
gives means to implement a negotiation framework which allows parties to de-
fine the rules of cooperation within a given VO. The formal model, as defined

Fig. 2. Joining VO contract negotiations
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Fig. 3. Negotiating a statement within a negotiation table

in our previous work [6], defines the contract negotiation process in terms of
messages exchanged between agents who control resources representing assets of
their respective organizations. The negotiation process allows the negotiation of
parts of the contract within negotiation tables, thus dividing the complete ne-
gotiation process into subnegotiations where only the parties which are directly
concerned with the resources that particular statements address need to discuss.
In the case of dynamic VO change, for instance when new resources should be
added to the VO, contract amendment can be achieved by performing a new
contract negotiation phase with the current contract as a starting point. In case
the change in resources provided by the partners to the VO is not planned but
is caused for instance by a service failure, the contract allows to detect that one
of the partners does not fulfill his obligation to the VO and proper steps can be
taken to deal with the problem.

4 Semantically Supported VO Security

The main motivation of supporting various security deployment configurations
is to enable integration of heterogeneous IT infrastructures within a single VO.
After the contract between the parties is negotiated, its rules are used to generate
proper entries in MyProxy and VOMS components (i.e. set of roles and their
mappings), and from then on FiVO login method uses these components in order
to generate a X.509 proxy certificate for a given user. This credential can be
then used anywhere within the Virtual Organization, e.g. presented to a Globus
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Fig. 4. Globus container and FiVO authentication and authorization

container or Apache web server. These containers will then contact FiVO PDP
(Policy Decision Point) providing the role extracted from the proxy certificate
presented by the user and receive an access decision.

Currently, FiVO supports 3 basic security deployments with Grid or SOA
based environments, as depicted in Figures 4, 5 and 6. In the first mode (Figure
4), when a Globus based WSRF service running in a Globus container is called
by a remote client, proper Globus interceptors retrieve the Attribute Certificate
from the users credential and send them to FiVO Authorization Service in order
to get a AccessGranted/AccessDenied decision. The next mode (Figure 5) allows
an Apache based web service (or any resource served by Apache server for that
matter), a special Apache module - mod authz fivo - retrieves the credentials

Fig. 5. Apache with FiVO authentication and authorization
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Fig. 6. Globus with FiVO authentication and PERMIS authorization

from the users certificate and contacts FiVO to get the authorization decision.
Then it either continues the request processing or returns to the user HTTP
Access Forbidden error. In the case of PERMIS (Figure 6), the situation is more
complex. PERMIS [8] provides a standalone authorization service (PERMIS
Policy Decision Point), however it depends on the LDAP service which contains
proper information in terms of Attribute Certificates and Policies. FiVO works
with PERMIS by feeding an LDAP service with proper policies, generated au-
tomatically from policies which are part of the VO contract. Currently there is
an ongoing effort to integrate VOMS Attribute Certificates with PERMIS PDP
in the framework of EU-IST VPMan project, so full integration of this approach
will be possible as this project published their results. The authorization policies
are defined as part of the ontology defining the contract between the partners
of a VO, some sample policies are explained below. The first example presents
a authorization rule allowing users with role BankManager to access a banking
service. The rule assumes that the user has a role stored in a X509 credential, the
action as reported by the Policy Enforcement Point (e.g. mod authz fivo Apache
module) is Execute from a proper FiVO security ontology and the object is iden-
tified by the PEP as individual individual from the ontology describing the VO
resources.

<so:AccessGrant rdf:ID="AccessGrantPOPSOBankServices">
<so:hasAction
rdf:resource=".../SecurityOntology.owl#Execute"/>

<so:hasObject
rdf:resource=".../FiVO/EasyLoan#POPSOBankService1"/>

<so:hasSubject>
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<so:X509AuthorizationSubject
rdf:ID="X509AuthorizationSubject_BankManagers">

<so:hasRole>
<j.2:Role rdf:about=".../FiVO/EasyLoan#BankManager"/>

</so:hasRole>
</so:X509AuthorizationSubject>

</so:hasSubject>
</so:AccessGrant>

The second example presents an authorization rule allowing users with the
role Editor to remove files from the system which have certain attributes, in this
case location is equal to Iraq. The PEP is the data location service which checks
with FiVO whether the user with role Editor can remove the files which have
certain metadata attributes.

<so:AccessGrant rdf:ID="AccessGrant1">
<rdfs:comment

rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">
Grant access for Editors when file has
attribute location with value Iraq.

</rdfs:comment>
<so:hasSubject>
<so:X509AuthorizationSubject

rdf:ID="X509AuthorizationSubject_Editors">
<so:hasRole rdf:resource="#Editors"/>
</so:X509AuthorizationSubject>
</so:hasSubject>
<so:hasAction rdf:resource="#Removes"/>
<so:hasObject>
<so:RDLSFileMetadata rdf:ID="RDLSFileMetadata1">
<so:hasAttributeValue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">
location:Iraq</so:hasAttributeValue>

</so:RDLSFileMetadata>
</so:hasObject>

</so:AccessGrant>

As can be seen, the use of ontological definition of policies allows for very
flexible integration of various types of subjects.

5 Related Work

The enforcement of the contractual agreement is assumed to be handled by the
underlying middleware, i.e. including both the security and SLA layers. Secu-
rity aspects, especially with relation to dynamic Virtual Organization mainly
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should revolve around handling heterogeneity of middleware available in such
distributed environments. Currently several solutions exist for both authentica-
tion and authorization issues which are essential to allow disparate organizations
to cooperate together by their resources within interconnected IT infrastructures.
The most common authentication systems include X.509 Public Key Infrastruc-
ture [9], Kerberos [10] and Shibboleth [11]. Additionally to authentication, the
most popular authorization infrastructures for the SOA and Grid based systems
include Virtual Organization Membership Service [2], Community Authorization
Service [12], Akenti [13] and PERMIS [14]. In [15] the authors describe integra-
tion of GSI and Shibboleth based security infrastructures within a VO based
on an abstraction approach. In [16] authors present web-Pilarcos J2EE based
agent framework for managing contract based Virtual Organizations. The con-
tract itself is an object (J2EE EntityBean) and can be in several states, such
as In-negotiation, Terminated etc. The proposed solution is not based on on-
tologies, and the metadata reasoning is mentioned only briefly. Unfortunately,
none of these tools allows suffciently rich resource description framework that
would allow to embrace the heterogeneity of infrastructures and environments
found in Virtual Organizations, and more importantly their interoperability is
very limited.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we presented the motivation and architecture of the FiVO (Frame-
work for Intelligent Virtual Organizations) which enables contract negotiation
and management for Virtual Organizations which can be applied in heteroge-
nous IT infrastructures such as demanding business settings. We believe that
such functionality will foster the adoption of Virtual Organizations in commer-
cial applications by simplifying the process of Virtual Organization inception
and management of agreements specifying how the resources of each participat-
ing organizations should be shared among partners of a VO. The future work
will be focused on provision of additional adapters allowing integration with
other popular existing middleware solutions, such as configuring of monitoring
components or setting up legacy software for use in a VO, and implementa-
tion of automatic contract negotiation agents based on the FiVO framework
allowing fully autonomic VO deployment in case of emerging need for such
coolaboration.
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